The Learning alive Suite is a full suite of reading and math learning programs. Fill your classroom with our cast of 26 animated characters and enhance the way you teach reading and math. Enjoy the action, sound and student engagement as they seemingly come to life through the magic of Augmented Reality. Reading, math and story time will never be the same and your students will love you for it!

**What’s in the box?**
- Letters alive® software, cards and posters
- Math alive® software and cards
- Ziggi USB camera and box stand
- Tracking Mat and card-sorting box
- A full year of lesson plans
- Video tutorials and quick start guide
- The following BONUS items:
  - Storybooks alive™ software on USB Flashdrive
  - Three engaging stories accessible through our user-friendly interface

**Products correlated to Common Core and TEKS.**

- Software Only (MAC or PC): $1295
- Software (PC) and HP Laptop: $2494
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The most fun and engaging way for students to learn!

Give your students exciting technology tools that use Augmented Reality and digital storybooks to promote literacy and math development. These supplemental, full-year curriculum tools are aligned to Common Core and TEKS and are designed for students in preschool through third grade. Using kinesthetic, visual and auditory learning modalities, the daily lessons and activities appeal to a wide range of learning styles and increase retention. This product is great for ELL and Special Education classrooms!

- Can the frog swim?
Letters alive®

Letters alive is a supplemental reading learning kit that incorporates research-based best practices to teach early literacy skills. The lessons and activities are presented using kinesthetic, visual and auditory modalities, which apply to all students including ELLs/DLLs and those in special education. The kit includes a full-year curriculum aligned to Common Core and TEKS with 26 alphabet cards and 94 sight word cards that spring to life in 3-D through the advanced technology known as Augmented Reality.

Math alive®

Math alive is a software-based learning kit, which includes interactive games and activities that teach necessary math concepts to early learners. The software features an exciting technology known as Augmented Reality, which creates a 3-D experience without glasses and provides kids with an exciting and hands-on way to learn. Math alive engages all learners and encourages them with verbal affirmations.

Letters alive includes:
- Letters alive software on USB flash drive
- One user license (or “Zoo Keeper”)
- Teacher lesson plan manual (PDF)
- Keyboard shortcuts sticker set
- Tracking mat for cards
- Ziggi USB camera and box stand
- Card-sorting box
- Training videos

View video at: follettlearning.com/alivestudios

Math alive includes:
- Math alive software on USB flash drive
- One user license (or “Zoo Keeper”)
- Teacher lesson plan manual (PDF)
- Tracking mat for cards
- 45 Skill-based learning games
- 41 Teacher cards that activate Augmented Reality (3-D) activities
- Ziggi USB camera and box stand
- Card-sorting box
- Training videos

Software Only (MAC or PC): $795
Software (PC) and HP Laptop: $1994

“My children are excited, engaged and motivated to learn!”
AUDRA CERVI Reading Specialist